In the preceding part of this paper it was stated that personal acquaintance with the capacity of the student is the vital thing in any handling of the problem of grading and promotion. It may also be said that this is the vital thing in any teaching. Given a bit of subject matter, an impersonal experience, which is to be communicated from one individual to another, we must have two conditions fulfilled before the aim can be realized, (1) the one who is to receive the impersonal experience must have a stock of personal experiences adequate to give meaning to the subject matter; and (2) the impersonal experience must be presented in such a way as to call forth and utilize these personal experiences.
Part II. The Dynamic Aspect of the Problem.
In the preceding part of this paper it was stated that personal acquaintance with the capacity of the student is the vital thing in any handling of the problem of grading and promotion. It may also be said that this is the vital thing in any teaching. Given a bit of subject matter, an impersonal experience, which is to be communicated from one individual to another, we must have two conditions fulfilled before the aim can be realized, (1) the one who is to receive the impersonal experience must have a stock of personal experiences adequate to give meaning to the subject matter; and (2) the impersonal experience must be presented in such a way as to call forth and utilize these personal experiences.
Personal acquaintance with the student must therefore reach out in two directions, (1) the teacher must know what personal experiences the child has which she can utilize; and (2) she must know how to present any given bit of subject matter so as to call forth and utilize these personal experiences. It is the second of these two essentials with which we are now to deal.
After the teacher has assured herself as to what personal experiences of the child she can use in teaching any given bit of subject matter, her next serious problem is that of determining how to present the subject matter so as to get the best response from the child. Moreover, since we are engaged in class teaching, the teacher's problem is actually enlarged to the still more serious task of presenting the given subject matter so as to extract the hest responses from the minds of a group of students. .35
In whatever way we look at the statistics of the foregoing tables, the one significant fact which is ever intruding is that a class of students shows far greater variation in ability under a one-form than under a two-fold form of presentation, and least of all under that form of presentation which combines the visual, auditory, and motor responses.
Here then are the facts which bear directly upon the subject of student ability, and hence throw light on the problem of grading and promotion.
Conclusions. 
